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The library stands out in Reykjavík as an important open public insti-

tution. It might be the last remaining indoor public space, where you 

don’t need a justification for being there and there are no prerequisites 

for accessing or participating as a user. But is it truly inclusive? Do 

we reflect in our spaces a broad variety of expression from diverse 

positions? A library is a public space belonging to us all; it is a place 

that collects shared stories. But does everyone feel they belong in our 

common spaces and are their stories included? 

With these questions in mind the Reykjavík City Library began the 

project Inclusive Public Spaces. We invited artists, writers and ac-

tivists to engage in a dialogue with us on belonging, visibility and 

inclusion. The project aimed at opening up a discursive space guided 

by creativity and critical thoughts. The participative process started  

with key concepts to examine together: cultural narratives; structural 

racism and privilege; and institutional power structure.  

Dögg Sigmarsdóttir

The Exploration Process 
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Three think tank sessions and three artistic happenings were scheduled 

from spring until fall 2020. Participants had different roles in the pro-

cess. For each think tank a contributor prepared an input and provided 

the participants with reading material and exercises or questions, which 

would form a part of the exchange. Issues of institutional racism, power 

structures and belonging concern us all. To gain a better outreach to 

the public, the participants suggested developing a podcast to provide 

an insight into the discussion in the think tank sessions. The episodes 

include talks on the subjects of each think tank and artistic interven-

tion that took place in the project. 

A chronicler was present during each think tank session and artistic 

happening. The role of the chronicler was to provide a reflection on 

the process in written or visual form. The chronicle created is thought 

as a subjective narration of the chronicler as opposed to an objective 

report. This publication contains the material created by the chroniclers 

in the project. 

We need to take into consideration that the library is a public insti-

tution and another context would without a doubt have sparked a  

different conversation or a take on the issues raised. Some partici-

pants would have desired a different framing, where they could speak 

more freely, while others experienced a comfort zone, where they 

could share and develop their ideas further. 

The group of participants in the think tank sessions also included 

members of the library staff. Personal stories from everyday life were 

shared and individual understandings of specific topics like dominat-

ing narratives, structural racism and experiences of marginalization. 

The group was diverse and not everyone could relate to each other’s 

experiences or agree on the different usages of concepts explaining 

lived realities—how you see yourself and others.

The content of the project was provided by the group itself. Creating 

a safe space for everyone to engage in discussions concerning expe-

riences of discrimination, rejection and othering was a challenge. 

Networking and opening up a political dialogue on representation 

and visibility within cultural institutions was an important concern 

of many. The group of participants did not go through a community 

building process to develop a common political agenda within this 

project. There was no single voice that could have presented the inter-

ests or views of all participants. The stories told by the contributors 

are diverse, as you will see in the images and read in chronicles in 

this publication.

Ideas of inclusive public spaces exist as a process. The dialogue de-

pends on the self-reflecting activities of the people engaging in it. 

This process will continue within the library and every participant 

contributing to it will have an impact on the evolvement of this dem-

ocratic platform. We hope the reading will be inspiring and raise new 

questions regarding inclusivity in our common spaces as they are and 

could be.
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Inclusive Public Spaces was a challenging project for which we set a 

double agenda. On the one hand, we wanted to develop know-how 

for writing cultural policies and translating existing ones into prac-

tice. On the other, we tried to care about artistic quality of the project 

as well as introduce modes of reception and expression which involve 

sensibility, which do not fit easily in an institutional discourse. 

Inclusion and diversity are terms of cultural policies which have to 

be approached with caution and awareness. As much as they hold a 

promise for social justice, they are born out of inequality. Taken for 

granted they might become a tool to preserve it. Inclusion creates an 

opportunity for a new encounter, yet it might narrow understand-

ing of such contact by framing it into fixed categories. Incorporating 

other perspectives is an important step but they need to be listened to 

and recognized in their uniqueness and specificity. 

Hubert Gromny 

Affected

Humanness is no longer a noun. Being human is a praxis. 

Sylvia Wynter
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Another danger is an imposition of a task to expose one’s vulnera-

bility as if inclusion could be justified only by a damage instead of 

competence, originality, respect and curiosity. There is a serious risk 

in seeing inclusion as a purely ethical project. As an act of moral com-

pensation it centers on those who perpetuate harm, offers them re-

demption and thus presumes their agency. An ethical stance needs to 

be supplemented by political and aesthetic approaches which would 

involve discussion on organization of material structures of power 

and modes of sensibility which produce and confirm inequality. 

We did not avoid these risks while conducting the project, yet we 

tried to meet them and respond. Inclusive Public Spaces was a re-

sponse for a lack of an institutional space to address such issues and 

recognize them as part of our everyday reality. This recognition is a 

first step to see inclusion as part of a much larger question—how do 

we practice our own humanness. 

❧

What I learned during the process of Inclusive Public Spaces is the 

importance of allowing myself to be affected. 

We—white, Western or Westernized—people tend to see ourselves 

in transparency to the world, as if exterior reality was there for us. To 

be appropriated and consumed. We cannot be affected but only in-

spired. We need to be the ones whose actions affect others. We take 

their knowledge, pain and stories, to elevate our own conscious-

ness. Later we want to preach. We don’t have a color and we cannot 

be seen. We are the ones who see. There is no non-violent way of 

looking at somebody. We exchange culture for science, ancestors 

for history. We feel deprived and thus we own. We learn how to be 

human. Efficient, rational and transparent human. We haunt lands 

which are not ours.

If we allowed ourselves to be looked at, we could become flesh again, 

we could feel the softness of the rock under our feet and warmth of 

the wind from the north. We could share with you and enjoy your 

generosity, as there is no gift more precious than the story of a friend. 

A few days ago, I was in the park. The nettles were burning and the 

sun was high. The water was speaking and we shared stories about 

food from our past. We told who made it and how was it done.  

I heard a wise woman and a wise man saying: inclusion is love and it’s 

just as hard to practice. 



PART I
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Ewa Marcinek gave an input on the meaning of cultural narratives 

and the role they play in our lives, where single words can contain 

whole stories in the context of master narratives and stereotyping. 

We are tangeld in little and big stories that grow to be a part of the 

society. Ewa presented her poem “Frá Póllandi” as an example.  Each 

participant was invited to engage in a writing exercise including 

questions relating to belonging to social groups and inclusion. The 

discussion evolved around the processes of re-writing history from 

marginalized perspectives and the role gossip can play to intervene 

with dominating narratives with the potential of a method to create a 

safe space to share information. 

SESSION 1:  
CULTURAL  
NARRATIVES
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Anna 
Wojtyńska

We tell stories to comprehend the world around us. We use narratives 

to tame reality, which, otherwise, would be unbearably chaotic. Stories 

help us to classify people, objects and events in our quest for order. 

Cultural narratives are stories created and shared by communities to 

organize their knowledge, conceptualize their place in the cosmos, 

give meaning to their existence, as well as to define group identity 

and its values. Legends and myths are examples of such narratives 

that connect community with past and allow to perpetuate into the 

future. Nations (and individuals) need these stories to know where 

they come from, whom they are and what are their goals. Although 

indisputably necessary/indispensable/instrumental and comfortably 

convenient, these grand narratives harbor/entail salient faults. 

While seeking for coherence, grand narratives tend to conceal di-

versity and overlook alternative stories. For instance, the history of a 

nation is designed to unfold its glory, victories and achievements. It is 

a story of the majority. It silences uncomfortable facts and accounts 

of subordinated others or minority groups—like Icelandic history of 

valorous, dauntless and independent Vikings may lack narratives of 

enslavement, kidnaping of Celtic women. Perhaps in the future when 

Icelandic historians will try to emphasise the value of multicultural 

society, they would (intentionally) omit information about incidences 

of intolerance and racism, spiral nightmares encountered by individ-

uals at the Immigration Office, expulsion of the Jewish asylum seek-

ers during World War II and more contemporary examples of people 

being sent back or away. While rushing to represent contemporary 

experience, dominant narratives always prove too rigid and belated. 

The ingrained image of a white Icelandic nation is too slow to ac-

knowledge the growing ethnic diversity of the society. This simplified 
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picture may banish some individuals by questioning their belong-

ing—making them feel a stranger in their own country, forcing them 

to undertake strange practices to confirm their membership (like 

walking a dog as disproof of being tourist or a temporary migrant). 

To cast/discard uncomfortable ambivalence, dominant narratives 

reduce reality to simple stories or single stories using Chimamanda 

Ngozi Adichie’s expression. Those simple stories often materialized in 

shared stereotypes like those of feminists typically perceived as angry 

and frustrated women who hate men and want to take all power from 

them; or seeing artists and poets as these individuals that spend time 

hanging out in 101 cafés drinking lattés; or picturing Poles as reli-

gious, hardworking and heavy drinking who cannot learn Icelandic 

or speak any foreign language. 

Dominant narratives shape the ways we see the world. And some sto-

ries are more pervasive and persuasive than others—like the story 

of temporary Polish workers that, to quote Ewa Marcinek’s poem, 

“are running away from small salaries and social problems” in their 

home country. Even if true to some respects, this narrative simpli-

fies the complexity of peoples’ identities and experiences. Even if it 

is informed by actual accounts shared in public, it can turn out to 

be harmful if projected on the whole group. Single stories provoke 

immediate judgments; although inevitable in accidental encounters, 

they often happen to be unfair, like seeing all tenuous-looking Asian 

or East European women as victims of human trafficking, refugees as 

powerless, migrants as temporary workers. Maybe driven by honest 

concern, such farfetched conclusions can fuel damaging gossip.  

In fact, it is the illusion that we can classify everything in separate 

and discrete categories that produces the ambivalence, which we try 

to escape in the first place in order free ourselves from the anxiety of 

indecision and disorder. Despite how we may try to resist dominant 

narrations, it can be difficult to accommodate contradictory experi-

ences and inhabit uncertainty to recall Rebecca Solnit’s argument in 

her Hope of the Dark. We can try to leave a single word to tell the sto-

ry, to allude and encompasses this diversity without privileging any, 

like in Ewa Marcinek’s poem that sixteen times repeats the phrase 

“Frá Póllandi” (from Poland). 

We need inclusive public spaces to hear diverse stories and to repre-

sent marginalized voices in order to challenge simplistic ideas of the 

world even if it may bring a feeling of discomfort. 
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Chanel Björk Sturludóttir gave an input on structural racism and 

privilege. She shared her thoughts on race as a social construct, on 

the centrality of whiteness as a norm intrinsic to systematic racism 

and what privileges derive from such a social construct. Participants 

were provided with reading material and quotes to texts from the 

authors Ta-Nehisi Coates, Robin DiAngelo and Reni Eddo-Lodge. 

Questions were posed to the group relating to racial identity, defini-

tions of racism and examples of personal experiences the participants 

thought of as products of systematic racism. Discussions took place 

on the relevance of taking different social contexts into consideration 

when defining what racism is. The exchange included views on the 

need to understand the different layers of othering and the impor-

tance of being able to talk about experiences of discrimination.

SESSION 2: 
STRUCTURAL  
RACISM AND 
PRIVILEGE
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Elías Knörr I confess that I am just a writer and, although I am stupidly political in 

whatever I do, I live and thrive in the fictional realms of poetry. I never 

touch real immediate problems of society with my own hands. Never.

However, Inclusive Public Spaces calls for a very different approach; 

it asks for immediate direct action. 

In this case, I have been assigned the role of a “chronicler” whose 

work is aimed to provide subjective and artistic reflection on the spe-

cific moments of the process.

To that purpose, I started many lines of action, including two perfor-

mances, writing a short story, getting in contact with cultural institu-

tions in order to research their plans for integrating the cultural work 

of citizens in the fringe of society and looking for Non-Caucasian 

Icelandic published writers in order to research about their situation.

My work was summed up in a full chronicle. However, due to re-

strictions in the publishing format, I was twice asked to send a briefer 

report instead, which became this present 700-words-max. version.

To make a long story short, the conclusions of the full chronicle could 

be recapped in the following points:

a) The need to create a safe space, the urge to build trust.

b) Often there is more monologue than dialogue. Some people 

are triggered by the discrimination they face, while some oth-

ers are blind to their privileges; both sides are in a situation 

that makes it difficult to attain a productive communication.  
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c) Social -phobias (xenophobia and beyond) tend to be invisible, to 

a great extent due to the hidden curriculum, that is to say, the 

unsaid lessons we learn about rules and roles in society. 

d) The need to work on and deconstruct the Icelandic complex of 

innocence, which was quite a talk in and out of the workshops 

and could be easily exemplified by InDefence’s campaign “Do I 

look like a terrorist, Mr. Brown?” in 2008.

e) There seems to be more xenophobia than racism in Iceland, 

though racism also exists.

f) Icelandic xenophobia works as a double system, with two distinct 

main barriers and different dynamics towards resident foreigners 

and Non-Icelandic Icelanders.

g) Integration of blended Icelanders should be a priority; they are a 

key social group.

h) Icelandic language education is crucial; it is a key for strength-

ening culture and a powerful tool for integration. Double stan-

dards have weakened the language status and have systematically 

converted immigrants into handicapped citizens.

i) Other thoughts useful for further projects.

Hopefully, the whole text will come to light soon. Likewise, the per-

formances and the short story will find a place to be, perhaps in fur-

ther events of this project.

The initiative of contacting cultural institutions has just been a first 

approach and it is still in process. This is meant to lead to public and 

institutional roundtables about fringe citizens in the Icelandic cultur-

al world. Further steps in this project also depend on public support.

The literature of Non-Caucasian Icelanders still doesn’t exist. 

Nevertheless, it shouldn’t be difficult to organise a few workshops in 

order to encourage and empower this and other social groups at risk 

of exclusion.

Another important topic was freedom of speech and þöggun  

(silencing). Considering my collaboration in Inclusive Public Spaces, 

I must say that, initially, I had never been treated before in such an 

open uncensored way when invited by Icelandic institutions or doing 

something with Icelandic Icelanders. For this project, I was officially 

given carte blanche. However, I came to know that this was not every-

body’s experience; some participants actually felt censored, both by 

other participants and by the organisation, so they didn’t dare to ex-

press their opinions and that had an impact. There were a few tricky 

situations, hopefully just misunderstandings. In addition to this, I 

must say that people from these same institutions have been textually 

asking me, on other occasions, to stop whining and not becoming 

a complainer, because being a complainer has consequences. So, in 

the end, censorship is unavoidable and this was yet another of many 

gestures that became added to the incoherent mind of Icelandic insti-

tutions towards culture and xenophobia.

Many things are left unsaid, but, they are just words. We should rather 

believe in actions.
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Daría Sól Andrews gave an input on belonging within the cultural 

context of Reykajvík, on diversity in representation and on powers 

to allocate resources within cultural institutions. She presented her 

own creative writing, Belonging to Somewhere Else, In Between starting 

by quoting Frantz Fanon in Black Skins, White Masks: “To speak a 

language is to take on a world, a culture” followed by examples of 

her personal experience and a definition of micro-racism. From the 

personal she moved to the structural level, focusing on cultural in-

stitutions. She emphasised the need to raise critical questions con-

cerning representation, allocation of funding and visibility within 

cultural institutions. These should not be seen as an attempt to shame 

or attack institutions, but as a necessary process towards a more in-

clusive society. In the discussion participants were invited to share 

their experiences and think of examples of actions, policy changes 

and implementation to counter institutional discrimination.  

SESSION 3:  
INSTITUTIONAL 
POWER  
STRUCTURE
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Helen Cova
Universal Truths

Right before being born we all fall asleep for the last time in the 

pleasant warmth of our mother’s womb. We do so, all of us, like some 

God’s machinery. 

We fall asleep with the sole purpose of having a dream. In that dream 

we are revealed our destiny. Not many of us remember the dream 

after being born, but I did. 

My dream went like this: 

It was all dark, but I could feel the sway of me floating on an infinite 

space; its blackness embraced me like the womb where I was, except 

that its walls were no more and I couldn’t hear the lullaby of my 

mother’s heart. 

The giant hand of an invisible being turned my head to the side and 

opened my eyes. There, in the distance, lit like lamps in the middle of 

the night, stood eight obelisks. 

I wanted to see more and the giant being pushed me there, cutting 

through the space with my body as if holding a razor. 

As I came closer, I saw that the obelisks were placed forming a circle, 

with each of them being the tallest of them all and each being also the 

shortest. From within the rock, in each of them a voice that repeated 

“no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no… NO, NO, NO, NO, NO, NO, NO, NO…” 

until one of them switched to a “yes” and they all followed for each 

of them was the governor of the previous one and the commander of 

the next one. 

I was fascinated by this loop of power and was ready to dive into the 

circle when the giant being pulled me away, dragging me far just to 
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perch me in front of a scary-looking woman with long arms and fin-

gers like spider legs, sitting in front of a piano. She too was floating 

in the blackness of the space but her body, her hands and everything 

around her was well lit from a fire over her head. We looked at each 

other. Her face was hidden, she didn’t seem to have eyes, but I knew 

she was able to look and saw the space ahead of her even through my 

floating body. Her head was crowned by a seven-point tiara. 

She sat very still, her hands carefully placed on her tights. Everything 

was painfully quiet. I tried to leave but found myself being held in 

place. I was meant to stay longer. 

The time facing each other felt eternal but at last she moved her left 

hand and placed it on the keys of the piano. From her right hand she 

produced a wand ending in a ring. All at once she went on playing 

the piano. Each of the played keys released a tormented cry that she 

would then capture in bubbles blown through the ring on her wand. 

Once the cries were locked in bubbles, they became the universal 

truth, floating around, heavy like anvils, produced in streams. 

My movement was no longer restrained by the hand so I set myself 

for the revelation of the extraordinary instrument she played. As I 

turned to place myself behind her back, I saw it clearly. The keys of 

the piano, black and white, were positioned on a square grid and each 

one was made of an individual, a human of skin and bones. I watched 

longer and saw that as she played them, these individuals ruptured and 

burst under the weight of her elongated fingers. She played them with 

mastery, knowing exactly where to sink her nails, where to break the 

skin to get the cries just as she desired them to be. 

 

I instinctively advanced my body towards the piano and drank from 

the blood that streamed from the bodies as he who drinks the milk 

from his mother’s breast. Once I was satiated the hand took me away. 

I was dragged across the vast and empty universe for hours and hours 

feeling a drowsy comfort and when I caught sight of the single island 

in the dark, I knew my journey was over. 

The hand gave me one last push, throwing me towards the island 

and as I fell, I repeated to myself, “How beautiful! How beautiful!” 

There was barely enough time to see the island in detail before being 

violently awoken by my own birth. 

I quickly found out that I was terribly thirsty for the blood that I had 

drunk from the piano so I ripped my mother’s skin with my hands, placed 

my head in her wounds and drank insatiably. She died instantly. 

I kept searching, obsessed with the blood I had drunk in my dream. 

Finding reasons to open skulls and rip stomachs apart; sipping and 

licking, prisoner longing for the blood, craving for the bubbled truths. 

I killed them all. I ate all their bodies without excuses, no listening to 

context, as to not discriminate. But no matter how much I drank, no 

matter where I searched, I never found the blood I was promised, nor 

the truths I had been sold. 

Now that I’ve eaten it all, that there’s nothing left, I see my mistake. 

What I’ve been looking for exists somewhere else. 



PART II
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The series of discussions was followed by interventions by three visual 

artists within the space of the library: Wiola Ujazdowska, Melanie 

Ubaldo and Nermine El Ansari. It was an important part of the 

project to engage with modes of articulation other than verbal 

or textual discourse. By involving visual art we wanted to empha-

sise the role of embodiment and sensoriality for imagining alter-

native modes of inhabiting the public spaces. Wiola Ujazdowska 

proposed performative action which by, engaging with the audi-

ence, transformed the library into a temporary space of criticality.  

Melanie Ubaldo engaged with the architecture of the library by 

presenting a large scale painting and revealed the material po-

tentiality of the building as a medium able to convey a message.   

Nermine El Ansari created a personal space for meditation by pre-

senting her video which explores the relationship of memory and geo-

graphical displacement. 

ARTISTIC  
HAPPENINGS
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Wiola 
Ujazdowska
The Scandinavian 
Dream

next pages: The Scandinavian Dream, Borgarbókasafnið Grófin, 2020
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Ewa Marcinek
A Bad Accent Is 
like Bad Breath

Wiola Ujazdowska vacuums the floor in the library. She goes around 

chairs and tables; she reaches right under our feet, making us a little 

uncomfortable. Stretched to its limits, the vacuum cleaner cord hits 

the ground as she moves around. The linoleum floor squeaks under 

her shoes. Wiola vacuums letters: the S, the C, the A, the N, and the 

D. For a moment we read a ‘scandal’ but no—it’s a ‘Scandinavian 

Dream’.

In a Scandinavian dream, we are zombies. Sleepwalking on the streets, 

in banks, schools, Kringlan, Grótta, Mjódd and Klambratún. In 

our pyjamas with hair tangled, we mumble as though sleep-talking: 

Where are you from? Where are you from? Our slumbering minds 

are hungry to know the shade of your skin and your birthplace GPS 

coordinates: Where are you from? Where are you from? We moan 

and we yawn.  

In a Scandinavian dream, a black girl walks with her dog alongside 

the bay. She floats in the air. A leash in her hand, only the dog keeps 

her anchored to the earth. She is drifting. Her skin is too dark to obey 

gravity. Only white men’s feet can hold the ground of this land. Plus, 

if she has a dog she looks more local, right? 

In a Scandinavian dream, a white Polish woman doesn’t greet an 

Icelandic woman because she takes her for an Asian tourist.

In a Scandinavian dream, two children dance on a stage. The girl 

knows her moves; she is a ballet dancer. The boy has no clue, so he 

pretends to be a rapper. A funny couple, these two little kids. The white 

people in the audience laugh and clap, until a woman gets offended. 

She is black and so is the girl. 
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In a Scandinavian dream, a man opens his mouth and loses every-

thing: his house, his kids, his wife, his car, his money, his job, his 

kennitala, his rights. Whatever his tongue touches disappears. A bad 

accent is like bad breath. 

In a Scandinavian dream, women sing in the changeroom at the local 

swimming pool. They smile and laugh. “Negrita,” one of them says, 

massaging lotion into her arms and chest. “My skin is like chocolate,” 

she sings. 

In a Scandinavian dream, Poles cleaning the Grand Hótel and Filipinos 

working in the Ikea kitchen start their own music theatre. They make 

musicals and operas. The audience loves all of the shows. People clap, 

whistle and cheer the actors: Mei-ra! Mei-ra! Mei-ra! 

The vacuum cleaning is an interruption. Wiola wakes us up just like 

our moms used to do on Saturday mornings, especially after we went 

out the previous night. They would vacuum right at the doorstep of 

our bedrooms. Loud like a lawn mower. Knocking the bottom of 

the door and its frame with the plastic vacuum cleaner head. Knock. 

Knock. Knock. Reminding their dozy children that there are chores 

to be done. There are things to take care of. Life is hard work that 

tends to pile up. Wake up! Wake up!
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Melanie 
Ubaldo
What Are You 
Doing in Iceland 
with Your Face?

pages 51, 53: What are you doing in Iceland with your face?  

oil, oil stick, acrylic, ink, spray paint, dust, soil on canvas, 5.8 x 4 m, 2017, 

Borgarbókasafnið Grófin, 2020 (p. 51) 

page 52 up: Er einhver Íslendingur að vinna hér? /  

Is there any Icelander working here?  

oil, oil stick, acrylic, spray paint, ink, dust, soil on canvas, 6 x 3.35 m, 2018 

(acquired by the Reykjavík Art Museum for the permanent collection)

page 52 down: GRJÓN 

oil, oil stick, ink, acrylic, dust, soil on canvas, 4.8 x 3.85 m, 2015 
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Chanel Björk 
Sturludóttir 

when I look in the mirror I see my face and feel that it is Icelandic

but on the streets I wonder if others feel the same

when they see my face, what do they think?

do they think about my family? my heritage? my life?

do you think about where I live? how I came here? why I am where 

I am?

I wonder what they think

then I start to ask myself the same questions

who am I? where am I from?

a state of insecurity arrives

as I find it difficult to answer these unspoken questions

if I see my face as Icelandic then why don’t they

what is my face if it is not Icelandic?

so I use my voice instead

my words

so maybe if they don’t see my face as Icelandic with their eyes

then they will hear me with their ears

they will hear that I belong to their tribe

I speak their language

isn’t that enough?

but then they use their words

and the question no longer remains unspoken

“what are you doing in Iceland with your face?”

 

what am I doing in Iceland with my face? 



Nermine  
El Ansari
Jökulsárlón 
2014

next pages: stills from video Jökulsárlón 2014, 6 min, 2016



حرس القرص  و بابا مش موجود

انَت حاتم بقى والال عيل؟

ف الزم نجيب الحاجة برسعة ومنيش

 .انت مش فاكرنا  و ال ايه يا حاتومه..
.انا تانت آمال ده أنا كنت باشيلك و إنت اد كده
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Daría Sól  
Andrews
A Nature of  
Remembrance 

Nermine El Ansari’s work “Jökulsárlón 2014” combines past projects 

into something new, repurposing materials and memories, overlapping 

recordings and using her own personal memories to create an acted 

scene of memory through image. From this piece new soundscapes were 

reworked into a video from Jökulsárlón, a site of glacier deterioration. 

The two stories unpack families from different social layers, from differ-

ent ladders and economic backgrounds. She addresses questions of dis-

placement, identity, family and language, in connection to landscape. 

How do we approach things we have experienced in the past in new 

connections and connotations?

This is a story of history, how we narrate and remember history, that which 

was, between generations and the narrating of personal stories: visualizing 

past stories, intimacy and family relationships. Nermine conflates this onto 

a natural, Nordic landscape, one which is quite far removed from the Arabic 

characters which speak over, resulting in a certain tension and disruption. 

The beauty of something which is being slowly destroyed, as we become 

a voyeur on these planes. Glaciers becoming water—nature is one, and 

so are we. Nermine presents a tension of history, imaging of family por-

traits and old photographs, slowly disappearing and being replaced by 

a black frame, erased from history. Like the melting of glaciers, which 

this narrative is conflated on to, disappearing and melting into the water 

below. In the end there will be no trace, as if they never existed.

Our differences are so miniscule, and purposeless, they are arbitrarily 

layers of difference that when we analyze them they seem pointless. 

These dividers of identity we have socially constructed for ourselves are 

so arbitrarily based on non-reality, yet so ingrained in our understand-

ing of being. Can we even begin to imagine a world where these were 

nonexistent? What would that look like? 
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After experiencing this work, I am taken on a mental journey. After 

being placed in a mindset of history, memory and narration, that 

“Jökulsárslón 2014” brings forth to question, emotions and experi-

ences that have followed me my entire life have been resurfacing in 

these past months.

Iceland, America, the entire world, are now again bringing renewed 

attention to civil rights issues related to race, racism and racial identi-

ty, issues that have necessarily always been in my shadow. For many, 

especially in Iceland, these issues of exclusion and xenophobia are only 

just now being acknowledged as something that exists, in a way as if 

it is something new to be tackled. For those with white skin it seems 

to me as if this is an issue they are just now realizing exists in Iceland, 

something they have been blind to until now. And so I feel a duty, as a 

brown person, to be vocal in such a time, although I am tired, exhaust-

ed, from this reality of my daily life. When it becomes now an issue of 

nationwide visibility, my silence feels as if it reads as indifference, when 

really it is bringing back a history of lived experiences, a history of era-

sure, of silencing, of visualizing past stories. With this resurfaces pain, 

and trauma, but also a recharging, and a refocusing to action. 

My background is American and Icelandic, countries not often com-

pared to each other but where my cultural experience has been similar, 

one of confusion. I feel as if we are on the brink of a civil violence, in the 

United States, of an American history of slavery and racialized hatred 

repeating itself in horror and coming to a violent boil. News reports of 

lynchings of black people across the United States scar the front pages, 

racialized deportations continue to occur across Iceland, and story after 

story of angering cultural appropriation, hate crimes, microaggressions 

and xenophobia plague both countries. 

Following the formulation of this project group, Inclusive Public Spaces 

has been an outpour of activism around Black Lives Matter, civil rights 

turmoil in the United States and a newly close attention to issues of 

race, exclusion, racism and xenophobia in Iceland. Our efforts in this 

artistic group feel even that more timely then, relevant to today for 

the outside consumer. Social media and news outlets in these months 

have been overflowing with messages of accountability amongst white 

people in Iceland, acknowledging our racism in this country, and call-

ing for change. The voices of my fellow people of color in Iceland have 

never felt so loud, so heard. 

In our conversations within Inclusive Public Spaces, I was so intrigued 

by that fact that the majority of white people participating have clearly 

never had to confront or imagine what their “racial identity” is, to con-

figure that for themselves. When asked this question in a discussion, 

it was for most people of caucasian descent something that they were 

genuinely for the first time in their lives pondering. There is the marker 

of privilege, of your identity never being questioned, your existence 

considered the norm, your skin tone the baseline, of never having to 

define yourself based on the color of your skin. It is simply not some-

thing that they have ever had to consider, they have never looked at 

their skin and felt out of place, or noticed anything, for that matter. 

My racial identity is such an integral part of how I identify myself, of 

my personality, it is such a core element to my being and has followed 

me since my childhood. My experiences with racial identity have al-

ways been that of questioning, of challenging, who I am, why I am, of 

turmoil and yet deep pride. 
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Ignorance is an especially dangerous mindset; its consequences reap 

hate, exclusion and fear. It is, yes, quite inconvenient for those with 

white skin to acknowledge their inbuilt, systemized privileges, be-

cause it means challenging their way of existence. It means rethink-

ing their ways of being and action, noticing that these are issues that 

touch and affect us all. It takes effort, and it is uncomfortable, but it is 

a privilege to be able to say that racism doesn’t exist here in Iceland—

“but I am not a racist”. Even if you have never noticed or experienced 

such issues, if you choose not to acknowledge the systemized, institu-

tional privileges that are granted to you based on your skin tone, this 

in itself is a further enacting of that same privilege. 

History repeats itself, it’s true, things that were come back to be. I 

ponder a Time cover image that was so striking to me, from 2015. 

On the cover was an image of racialized riots in America, protests for 

black rights in the United States. The image was initially dated 1968, 

then crossed out to date 2015—pointing to the fact that these same 

issues of race and acceptance are still being battled in the same way 

decades later. This image could be dated 2020; its content is sadly 

identical to riots crying out for black equality across the globe today. 

When speaking of history, narration and remembering your past, I 

am urged to reclaim this idea that the history of black people goes so 

far beyond the beginnings of slavery. This is so often taught in schools 

and social history that slavery is in a way the starting point, or at least 

the main emphasis, of the black existence. There is so much beauty in 

the story of black people, in our strength and wealth of cultural her-

itage. This is where our nostalgia for blackness should begin, in exu-

berance and diversity, not in a story of violence and dehumanization. 

Our history of slavery, dehumanization and colonialist mindsets are 

sadly not even a thing of the past, to look back on with relief, they are 

a continued fact of our present, that so many are in denial of because 

it is an inconvenience to their ignorant bliss. 
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Anna Wojtyńska works as a researcher at School of Social Science at the 

University of Iceland. She holds a master degree from Warsaw University 

(Anthropology) and doctoral degree from University of Iceland. Her research 

focus is on Polish migrants in Iceland with emphasis on migrants’ transna-

tional practices and their participation in the labour market. She has looked 

into the imaginative character of temporary migration and its possible ramifi-

cation on migrants’ integration to the labour market and society at large. She 

is currently working on two projects: “Inclusive societies?” and “How integra-

tion looks like in rural locations.”

Chanel Björk Sturludóttir studied International Media and Communication 

at the University of Nottingham in England, which sparked her interest in cul-

tural politics and critical thought. Since completing her studies, Chanel has 

moved on to work in the advertising industry as a producer. Outside of her 

work as a producer, Chanel has worked on several projects related to cul-

tural politics and multiculturalism in Icelandic society including Her Voice, 

an annual panel event with women of foreign origin which she cofounded 

with Elínborg Kolbeinsdóttir, and Íslenska mannflóran, a radio show on Rás 1 

 about Icelanders with mixed heritage now available as a podcast.

Daría Sól Andrews works as a freelance curator and art critic, as well as the 

director of Studio Sol, a home-gallery in Iceland. She holds an MA in Curating, 

Art Management and Law from the University of Stockholm and a BA in 

Rhetoric from UC Berkeley.  Most recent curatorial projects include the group 

exhibition Silent Spring at Hafnarborg (2020),  Vessel, with Daniel Reuter 

at Harbinger gallery (2020),  Icelandic Meat Soup at the Reykjavík Museum 

of Photography, alongside various curatorial projects in San Francisco, 

Reykjavík and Stockholm. Daria aspires to create a place where life and 

art merge, to construct a space for experiencing intimacy and quietness, 

with art, yourself and others. Her curatorial practice is inspired by ideas of 

deinstitutionalization and the removal of spectacle from art, rethinking how, 

where and in what form the exhibition concept can be manifested.

Elías Knörr is a Post-Icelandic performer and flamboyant protozoo, flag-

bearer of the Ginnungastefna movement and award-winning poet who lives 

under your bed.

Ewa Marcinek is educated in culture studies, creative writing and visual 

art, passionate about words and stories. One of the founding authors of Ós 

Pressan, a non-profit publishing group and writing collective. A poet at The 

Poetry Brothel Reykjavík. A creative writing teacher in various community 

projects. A writer and theatre producer at Rekjavík Ensemble.  

Helen Cova is a published writer and the current president of Ós Pressan. Her 

first children’s book was published in 2019 in Icelandic, English and Spanish. 

She is currently working on her second book. Helen is deeply involved in the 

cultural and literary scene in Iceland where, by the hand of Ós Pressan, she 

focuses on integration and children. When Helen is not writing, she is creat-

ing and playing board games, travelling on her bike and reading.

Melanie Ubaldo graduated with a BA in Fine Arts from Iceland University of 

Arts in 2016. In Melanie’s work image and text are inextricably linked, where 

deconstructionist paintings incorporate text with graffiti-like vandalism 

oftentimes of her own crude experiences of others’ preconceptions thus 

exposing the power of immediate unreflected judgment. She has taken part 

in various group exhibitions locally and abroad; to name a few Kling & Bang, 

Hafnarborg, Gerðarsafn, Cycle Music and Arts Festival in Berlin and Argentina. 

Her work has since been acquired by the Reykjavík Museum for the perma-

nent collection. Melanie is also the co-founder of Lucky 3, a collective of 

Icelandic artists of Filipino origins.
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Nermine El Ansari lives and works as a visual artist in Reykjavík. In 1998 

she received her painting diploma from the School of Fine Arts in Versailles. 

In 2002, she graduated from Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Beaux Arts  

(ENSBA) of Paris in multimedia. In 2002, she studied at the Instituto Superior 

de Arte (ISA) in Havana. Her work has been presented in various exhibi-

tions in Egypt, France, Lebanon, Germany, Taiwan, Cuba and other coun-

tries. Nermine’s works range from painting, drawing, animation, printmaking, 

installation and digital live drawing performance. Her earlier pieces were pri-

marily concerned with the body in human and beast form, often presenting a 

distorted view of her subjects and exploring a series of dualities and inver-

sions. Over the last ten years, she has focused on cities, borders, territories 

and mapping, both real and imagined, exploring the binaries provoked by the 

urban landscape.

Wiola Ujazdowska is an artist, performer and art researcher based in 

Reykjavík, Iceland. She holds MA in Art Theory from Nicolaus Copernicus 

University, Toruń, Poland, where she also studied Painting and Stained Glass 

at the Department of Fine Arts. 2012-2013 she studied in CICS, Cologne, 

Germany. Her work has been shown in USA, Portugal, Germany, Poland, 

Slovakia and Iceland. In her work she mostly focuses on body and gender in 

the context of politics, migration movements, class, borders and beliefs. She 

likes to disclose social and cultural constructions in philosophical, cultural 

and anthropological contexts.



A library is a public space belonging to us all; 

it is a place that collects our shared stories. 

But does everyone feel they belong in 

our common spaces and are their stories 

included? Who has a voice and the power to 

take up space?

This publication includes images of artistic 

happenings and subjective reflections from 
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the topics of cultural narratives, structural 
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